
Your Guide to Year 8 History 
 

Topic Title and unit What students will be learning How you can specifically help your child 

The Slave Trade 

and Civil Rights in 

the USA 

 

 Slave Trade Triangle 

 Journey of a slave 

 Life on a slave plantation 

 End of Slavery 

 Reconstruction 

 The KKK 

 Martin Luther King 

 Malcolm X 

 Role of US Presidents 

 Barack Obama 

There are a lot of websites that can offer 

assistance on this topic. 

http://www.history.com/topics/black-

history/slavery  

BBC Class-clips is also very useful in 

encouraging in-depth enquiry 

Please encourage your child to think about how 

impartial their research is. 

‘12 Years a Slave’ is an accurate representation 

of the life of Solomon Northup – a freeman 

captured in the USA and made a slave 

Jack the Ripper 

 .London in 1880s 

 Jack’s Victims 

 Jack’s Personality 

 Mistakes of the Police 

 Suspects 

 Improvements to the East End as 

a result of the Ripper killings 

There are a large amount of different books 

available regarding Jack the Ripper. It would 

also be worth discussing the Industrial 

Revolution with your child so that they gain 

context of the time.  

Trips: The school organises a ‘Jack the Ripper’ 

walking tour for this scheme of learning, though 

this has limited spaces. The company ‘London 

Walks’ is one of many companies that provide a 

comprehensive overview of the time period. 

http://www.walks.com/London_Walks_Home/J

ack_the_Ripper_Tour/default.aspx 

The Suffragettes 

and the fight for 

equality for 

women 

 NUWSS/WSPU/WFL 

 Actions of different women’s 

groups to achieve suffrage 

 Government responses to the 

women’s groups 

 Impact of WW1 on women’s 

suffrage 

 Equal Franchise Act 

 Equal Pay Act 

 Third Wave Feminism 

 

The Holocaust 

 Rise of Hitler 

 Reasons why people supported 

Hitler 

 Anne Frank 

 Concentration Camp/Death Camp 

enquiry project 

 Liberation by the Allies 

 Nuremberg Trials 

 Genocides in Cambodia, Rwanda 

and Darfur 

Your child would have read ‘The Boy in the 

Striped Pyjamas’ as part of their English course 

so encourage them to re-read this or check 

back on their notes from those lessons. Further 

to this, there are two key films that vividly 

recall the Holocaust. The Pianist and Schindler’s 

List are both certificated ‘15’ so these films 

should be watched at your discretion. As part of 

their research, students will likely encounter 

very graphic images, so you may want to 

supervise home learning activities. 
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